
Writing Homework 
Write in full sentences and complete four of the tasks listed below. Four 

pieces of homework to be uploaded onto Google classroom by Tuesday 24th 

May. A sound mat can be found on google classroom or the website to 

support your child’s writing. 

Read a non-fiction book about travel, animals, or plants with an 

adult.  Talk about the book and choose at least 3 interesting facts. 

Write the fact and say why you think it is interesting. Use 

because. I think this fact is interesting because …. 

Talk about how we need to look after planet Earth. Draw and write 

sentences about how you can look after our planet. I can turn off 

the lights at home. To be helpful, I can…….  Take a look at the 

Earth day website for ideas. 

Research, draw and write sentences about an important person 

linked to transport (space, trains, cars, planes, bicycles, hot air 

balloons) from the past.  

Design and make a vehicle out of everyday materials such as metal, 

wood, plastic, paper (construction materials, junk modelling-boxes, 

yogurt pots). First draw the vehicle and list the materials you 

need. Then, make and decorate the vehicle. Bring in the vehicle to 

school to share and show. 

Talk to a family member about change at school. What does change 

mean? Talk about what changes you have encountered this year. 

Change in appearance, learning and friends. Draw and label a 

picture of yourself and write sentences to describe the changes. I 

am taller and my hair is longer. I have new friends, they are 

called….   

Go on a spring/summer walk with an adult. Draw and write 

sentences about what you notice. What do the trees and plants 

look like? What does it feel like? What can you hear? What can 

you smell? Draw pictures and write sentences using the five 

senses. It feels …. I can hear… 

 


